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HIGHLIGHTS IN AND AROUND MANNHEIM/HEIDELBERG
Water Tower Mannheim
The water tower (Wasserturm) is the landmark of the
city of Mannheim. The tower - flanked by green
spaces, promenades, water fountains and sandstone
sculptures from Greek mythology - is surrounded by
Germany’s largest contiguous Art Nouveau complex.
Around the complex under the arcades, you will find
some small cafés and restaurants.
© Rudis-Fotoseite.de / pixelio.de

Luisenpark Mannheim
Relaxation in the countryside?
Luisenpark is a green oasis in the heart of the city and
- with its diversity of flora and fauna - is considered
one of the most beautiful parks in Europe.

© mic.ro / pixelio.de

Q6/Q7 Shopping Center Mannheim
Are you in the mood for shopping?
The state-of-the-art shopping center Q6/Q7 offers
over 65 brands from fashion to food on three floors.
The quadrants Q6 and Q7 are connected by a
skywalk.

© Fotostudio Johannes Vogt
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Art Gallery Mannheim
The Art Gallery Mannheim (Kunsthalle) is a museum
of modern and contemporary art with particular
emphasis on sculptures and plastic art.

© Kunsthalle Mannheim / Lukac Diehl 2017

Museums in Mannheim
Technoseum
200 years of technical and social history and over 100
experiment stations are waiting for you to be
discovered.

© TECHNOSEUM, Zooey Braun

Reiss-Engelhorn Museum
Outstanding cultural highlights in four exhibition halls
make up the Reiss-Engelhorn Museum, also called by
its short form “rem”. It is a lively museum district in the
heart of the “City of Squares”.

© rem, Maria Schumann
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Planetarium Mannheim
A trip to the moon? A stroll across the Milky Way?
At the planetarium, you can immerse yourself in the
fascinating world of stars, planets and galaxies.

© Ralph-Thomas Kühnle / pixelio.de

Telecommunication Tower Mannheim
Two elevators transport visitors to the viewing
platform with a revolving restaurant at a height of 125
meters. Fantastic view over Mannheim guaranteed!!
With a total height of almost 218 meters, the
telecommunication tower is not only the highest
building of the city but also one of the highest
telecommunication towers in Germany.
© Dieter Schütz / pixelio.de

Mannheim Baroque Palace
With its impressive size, the Mannheim Baroque
Palace is not only the largest baroque palace in
Germany but also the second largest baroque palace
complex in Europe.

© Stefan R. / pixelio.de
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Heidelberg Castle (with the German Pharmacy Museum and the funicular)
The Heidelberg Castle is one of the most famous
castle ruins of the world and the landmark of the city
of Heidelberg. A ride with the funicular is a great
experience and can be continued to the summit of the
King’s Throne (Königsstuhl). The German Pharmacy
Museum is located at the Heidelberg Castle.

© Mario Heinemann / pixelio.de

Philosophers’ Path Heidelberg
The Philosophers’ Way (Philosophen-weg) is the
most beautiful place to enjoy the romantic panorama
of the city of Heidelberg. With its gardens, benches
and views, it takes around one hour to stroll along the
3-km-long promenade.

© Marco Barnebeck / pixelio.de

